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Motivation

Sources: IMF staff calculations.
Note: Imports include goods and services.
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Presentation Notes
Since 2012, we have seen a significant slowdown in the growth rate of world trade. This slowdown was pronounced both in absolute terms and relative to GDP.
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Outline

• How widespread is the slowdown?

• What are its drivers?

• How much of the slowdown is a symptom of the 
weak recovery and shifts in the composition of 
economic activity?

• What role have other factors played?

• What are its policy implications?
6
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Our goal in this chapter is to contribute to the debate on what the drivers behind the slowdown in trade are and what policy actions are appropriate. To do so, we will concentrate on answering three questions:First, what are the key facts about the trade slowdown? Next, what are the drivers of the slowdown?Here a key question is – to what extent is the decline in trade growth simply a reflection of the slow pace of global activity, and the shifts in the composition of demand – particularly the weak investment growth.  Since investment is the most import intensive component of aggregate demand, a shift in the drivers of growth away from investment would naturally lead to a slowdown in trade.But other factors might be at play as well such as trade policies or changes in the process of production fragmentation across countries which boosted trade growth in the 1990s?Finally, we assess the prospects for trade going forward, and try to come up with a policy prescription to help reinvigorate global trade growth.



HOW WIDESPREAD IS THE SLOWDOWN? 
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Slowdown in real trade growth is widespread
across countries and products

Sources: United Nations Comtrade; and IMF staff calculations.

Average Real Import Growth
(Percentage points; difference between 2003–07 less 2012–
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The trade slowdown is widespread across countries.As you can see in these two maps, in red are countries that have experienced a slowdown in trade growth The slowdown is widespread across countries both in levels, LHS figure, and in relation to GDP growth, RHS figure.



Services trade is more resilient than goods trade; 
among goods, capital goods slowed down the most.  
World Real Goods and Services Import 
Growth
(Percent)

Sources: United Nations Comtrade; and IMF staff calculations.
1Computed using import volume indices constructed from quantity and value trade data at HS 6-digit level for 52 
economies.
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The slowdown is also broadbased across different types of trade. Services have been more resilient than goods trade as you can see in the LHS figure.Among goods, capital goods trade was the most affected, with non-durable consumption goods holding up relatively strongly. This highlights the important role that the decline in investment growth around the world may be playing in the trade slowdown.  



WHAT ARE ITS DRIVERS?
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Moving on to what are the drivers of trade, slide8, as I mentioned in the beginning we want to know to what extent the slowdown is a symptom of weak global activity and what are the role of other factors are. To answer these questions, we rely on a three pronged approach –  First, to examine the role of weak growth and shifts in its composition, we estimate empirical import demand equations and see if there is anything unusual in the post-2012 period. This is a simple and transparent approach but it tells a partial equilibrium story. Because we are observing a synchronized slowdown in trade around the world, we then switch gears to a general equilibrium model of production and trade.  The model does not only provide a very useful cross check on the empirical findings on the role of demand composition from the first step, but it also sheds light on the potential role of trade costs (or the so called other factors) in explaining the slowdown.  Because a lot of these other factors vary at the product level – think of tariffs, non tariff barriers - we then move on to analyzing disaggregated product import volume data. This sectoral analysis also helps shed light on the potential role of global value chains. 
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We estimate a standard model of import demand country by country, which relates real import growth to growth in import demand and change in relative prices The key innovation of this step is that we construct an import-intensity adjusted measure of aggregate demand this measure allows us to (i) capture the fact that the different expenditure components use imports to a different extent and (ii) these components have evolved differently in the past 4 years. 



Actual import growth post-2012 is consistently lower than 
predicted by empirical import demand models…
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What do we find? Import growth is consistently lower than predicted by the empirical model in the post 2012 period. Aggregating across AEs and EMDEs, top panels show the average difference between the model predicted and actual import growth (i.e. the regression residual) for the recent slodwon period and earlir period starting in 1985.  We see that there is indeed a puzzle post 2012. The empirical model systematically overpredicts import growth as evidenced by the negative residuals. Are these numbers large or small?  The bottom panels answer this question by measuring the slowdown in real import growth relative to 2 different benchmark periods. We then decompose the slowdown into:the sum of the blue bars: what is predicted by the modelred: the unexplained slowdown, i.e. the missing import growth.Different shades of blue capture what is predicted by external demand, investment and everything else, namely consumption and relative prices. We find that a very large fraction of the observed slowdown - 90% for AE and 80% for EMDEs -  can be attributed to changes in the level and composition of aggregate demand, as the total of blue bars is larger than the red bars.  Within domestic demand the fall in investment growth has been the most important factor. The charts also highlight the very important role of external demand.  On one hand this is not surprising:  the links between a country’s imports and exports have become tighter with the fragmentation of production and the global nature of weak recovery. On the other hand, saying that a country’s imports are growing slower because demand for their exports is growing slower is not a very satisfactory answer. Hence, we need a general equilibrim model of world trade.



…but “missing” trade is small relative to total decline.
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Source: IMF staff calculations.
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Aggregating across AEs and EMDEs, top panels show the average difference between the model predicted and actual import growth (i.e. the regression residual) for the recent slowdown period and earlier period starting in 1985.  We see that there is indeed a puzzle post 2012. The empirical model systematically overpredicts import growth as evidenced by the negative residuals.



Three-fourths of the slowdown can be attributed to the 
weakness in domestic absorption.
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Decomposing the Slowdown in Real Goods 
Import Growth
(Percent)

Source: IMF staff calculations.
Note: Bar A decomposes the difference in average real goods import growth between the two periods into portions predicted by 
consumption and relative prices, investment, exports, and an un unpredicted residual. Bar B apportions the component predicted by 
exports into what can and cannot be predicted by domestic demand from trading partners, using an iterative procedure. Bar C 
decomposes the difference into the sum of domestic demand and external demand predicted by trading partners’ domestic demand.
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Are these numbers large or small?  The bottom panels answer this question by measuring the slowdown in real import growth relative to 2 different benchmark periods. We then decompose the slowdown into:the sum of the blue bars: what is predicted by the modelred: the unexplained slowdown, i.e. the missing import growth.Different shades of blue capture what is predicted by external demand, investment and everything else, namely consumption and relative prices. We find that a very large fraction of the observed slowdown - 90% for AE and 80% for EMDEs -  can be attributed to changes in the level and composition of aggregate demand, as the total of blue bars is larger than the red bars.  Within domestic demand the fall in investment growth has been the most important factor. The charts also highlight the very important role of external demand.  On one hand this is not surprising:  the links between a country’s imports and exports have become tighter with the fragmentation of production and the global nature of weak recovery. On the other hand, saying that a country’s imports are growing slower because demand for their exports is growing slower is not a very satisfactory answer. Hence, we need a general equilibrim model of world trade.
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Our structural framework is a multisector, multi country general equilibrium model of trade and production. Countries trade to exploit their comparative advantage in the efficiency in which they produce goods. But international trade involves costs which include transportation costs, tariffs, etc. Countries weigh these costs and benefits to determine whether and how much to produce, export and import.   The main exercise is what I would call “structural accounting” quantify the contribution of 4 factors to the recent slowdown: (i) composition of demand, (ii) trade costs, (iii) productivity , (iv) trade balance. The model takes the data and endogenously attributes changes in trade flows to changes in these four factors. To quantify how important each factor is, we run counterfactuals in which only one factor at a time is allowed to operate.



Shifts in demand composition account for most of the 
slowdown but trade costs are important in EMDEs. 

Advanced Economies
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Emerging Market and Developing 
Economies

Change in the Gross Growth of Nominal Imports-to-GDP Ratio 
between 2012-15 and 2003-07

(Percentage Points)

Sources: Eora Multi-Region Input-Output database; United Nations Comtrade; and IMF staff calculations.
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We restrict our attention to the first two factors in the chapter namely demand composition and trade costs.To give you some intuition, demand composition captures shifts in the share of a sector’s output in total final demand. For ex., a fall in investment reflected as lower demand for durable manufacturingTrade costs are a catch-all for anything that leads to a reduction in absorption of imports relative to the absorption of domestic production For ex., tariffs, subsidies for domestic production, etc 	The distinction between the two is of key interest because it gets at the question of whether people want fewer traded goods or face bigger obstacles to trade.       We find that demand composition shifts alone, in blue bars, account for about 2/3 of the slowdown in AEs and about half in EMs. In EMs, an increase in trade costs, shown in red bar all the way to the right, also played an important role.



• Import demand estimation and the structural general 
equilibrium model deliver consistent messages.
• Slowdown reflects largely, but not entirely, the weakness 

of the overall economic environment and compositional 
shifts in aggregate activity.

• Demand composition shifts played a larger role in the 
slowdown in AEs’ trade, relative to EMDEs. 

• There is a role for other factors, including trade costs.

Role of Weak Recovery and Shifts in the Composition of 
Demand
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To recap, the results from the import demand estimations and the structural general equilibrium model are reassuringly consistent in several ways. First, they both attribute the slowdown in trade mostly but not entirely to weak growth and shifts in its composition. Second, demand composition shifts are more prominent in AEs than EMs.  Third, there is still a noticeable portion of the slowdown that cannot be accounted for by demand factors. 
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Here we first document the evolution of these factors which include trade policy measures and GVCs.We then establish their historical association with disaggregated product-level import growth using a regression.Finally, we use the regression results to impute the relative contribution of these factors to the recent trade slowdown.



Trade liberalization slowed down, 
and there are signs that protectionism is on the rise.

Sources: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development Trade Analysis and Information System; World 
Trade Organization Tariff Download Facility; and IMF staff calculations. 20
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So What Are These Other Factors? We concentrate on man-made barriers to trade so we analyse 3 components of trade costs that are directly linked to policies:TariffsFree Trade AgreementsNon-tariff barriersThere are some signs that there has been a rise in protectionist measures. Average tariffs show very limited reduction in recent years . We see a steady increase in the coverage of FTAs though at a slightly slower rate more recently. Overall, the trade liberalization process slowed down visibly.



Trade liberalization slowed down, 
and there are signs that protectionism is on the rise.
Free Trade Agreements by Year of 
Signature
(Number)
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So What Are These Other Factors? We concentrate on man-made barriers to trade so we analyse 3 components of trade costs that are directly linked to policies:Non-tariff barriersTariffsFree Trade Agreements There are some signs that there has been a rise in protectionist measures. Average tariffs show very limited reduction in recent years . We see a steady increase in the coverage of FTAs though at a slightly slower rate more recently. Overall, the trade liberalization process slowed down visibly.



Trade liberalization slowed down, 
and there are signs that protectionism is on the rise.
Temporary Trade Barriers
(Percent of products)
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Sources: Bown 2016; Global Trade Alert database; World Bank Temporary Trade Barriers database; and IMF 
staff calculations.
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So What Are These Other Factors? We concentrate on man-made barriers to trade so we analyse 3 components of trade costs that are directly linked to policies:Non-tariff barriersTariffsFree Trade Agreements There are some signs that there has been a rise in protectionist measures. Average tariffs show very limited reduction in recent years . We see a steady increase in the coverage of FTAs though at a slightly slower rate more recently. Overall, the trade liberalization process slowed down visibly.



Participation in global value chains plateaued. 

23
Sources: Eora Multi-Region Input-Output database; 
and IMF staff calculations.

The Evolution of Global Value Chain 
Participation
(Percent)

DVX (export perspective) = exported 
domestic value added that enters as an 
intermediate input in the value added 
exported by other countries.

FVA (import perspective) = (foreign) 
value added that has been generated 
abroad and imported.
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Finally, we take a look at the evolution of Global Value Chains.Unfortunately, there is very limited up-to-date data on GVC participation. We use the most comprehensive database but even that stops in 2013. As you can see, while the 1990s and first half of the 2000s saw a monotonic increase in GVC participation in AEs, EMDEs excl. China, and China itself, there has been a plateau in the extent of GVC participation recently.
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These factors are weighing on trade growth, 
although their quantitative contribution is limited.
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We find that around half of the current import growth slowdown unexplained by domestic and external demand can be attributed to these trade policy measures and GVCs. The other half remains unexplained.



OUTLOOK AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS



What do our findings mean for the outlook for global 
trade? 

• Slow global trade will likely persist in the medium term as 
long as global activity and investment remain weak.

• Even when activity gathers momentum, trade is unlikely 
to return to the growth rates seen before the financial 
crisis.

• Pre-crisis period was characterized by unusually high 
investment growth in EMDEs.

• Global value chains developed rapidly.

26
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We try to tackle 3 questions in our conclusions First, what does all of this mean for the trade outlook?We expect slow global trade to persist in the medium term as long as the recovery, especially investment growth, continues to be mediocre.Even when economic activity gains momentum, trade growth is unlikely to achieve its pre GFC growth rates, when investment growth was unusually high in many EMDEs, and global value chains were lengthening.



Keeping the Wheels of Trade in Motion

• Policies to boost economic growth, especially investment, can also help trade 
recover.

• But the role of trade policy should not be underestimated.
– Protectionist measures have contributed to the slowdown at the margin and 

should be avoided so as not to exacerbate the slowdown.
– Reviving trade liberalization process and reducing man-made trade costs will 

help.
• The appropriate policy response to the decline in GVC growth is less clear-cut 

(“natural” or man-made)?
• Policies must be accompanied by measures to mitigate the adjustment costs 

associated with greater trade integration.
– Benefits can be shared more widely and a stronger case can be made to an 

increasingly skeptical public. 27
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Our findings highlight that policies to boost aggregate growth and strengthen investment will boost trade growth as well. That being said, we shouldn’t forget the importance of trade policies and their potential to reinvigorate trade.  Our findings suggest that protectionist measures’ contribution to the recent slowdown was on the margin. But going forward, they should be avoided so as not to exacerbate the slowdown.Reviving the trade liberalization process by reducing tariffs in some countries and sectors will help. Trade costs can be further reduced through the implementation of the Trade Facilitation Agreement and the regional agreements such as the TPP or TTIP. How to tackle the decline in GVC growth is less clear because the underlying causes for this phenomenon are not obvious. To the extent that policies are creating distortions and containing GVC growth, eliminating those policies would be first line of attack. Last but certainly not the least, policy makers should take into account the distributional changes and adjustment costs associated with greater trade openness and measures should be put in place to prepare workers for the transformation that trade openness brings. 
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